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INTRODUCTION
Research in the field of reading has proven that eight
to fifteen^" per cent of the children in any average classroom
have reading disabilities. Many teachers are aware of this problem
in their classroom and are trying to adjust the curriculum to
fit the needs of these children. The critical problem lies in the
measurement of achievement of this special group. They are usually
given the standardized test which is chosen for all children in
the room. It seems to be universally accepted, however, that the
types of achievements the standardized tests measure are not
refined enough for these children and do not necessarily show,
especially over a short period of time, any gains made by children
with reading disabilities. Although teachers are aware that
progress has been made in different phases of reading and numerous
related factors, these are not reflected in the results measured
by ordinary standardized achievement tests. A standardized test
is not sensitive to specific reading disabilities or factors
related to reading and therefore, does not test the actual progress
of these children in various phases of reading. Nor do any
standardized tests give any recognition to the physical and behavior
1. Betts, Qnmett A., The Prevention and Correction of Reading
Difficulties, Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1936,
Page 2.

adjustments; nor to desirable work habits and attitudes which most
teachers will immediately recognize as essential elements of progress.
Since various school systems are providing summer clinics
for children with reading difficulties, and since so many schools
are now attempting to assist children in overcoming their reading
problems, it is apparent there is need for standards of
accomplishments or progress which go beyond the ordinary standard
test and which take cognizance of improvement in many traits,
skills, attitudes and physical development outside the scope of
standard tests.
Teachers of remedial reading and clinics have built their
own tests; informal, with specific and subjective measurements,
not standardized, but nevertheless valuable.
The purpose of this paper is to show, through informal
analysis, more specific gains in many phases of reading and factors
affecting reading other than by a standard test.
s
C H A P T E R I
THE PROBLEM AND PERTINENT RESEARCH
i
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THE PROBLEM
The main problem of this study is to determine the extent
of achievement that children with reading difficulty make during
a six weeks summer reading clinic. This involves three minor
problems:
1. To determine the extent and nature of the
achievements by standardized and informal tests.
2. To set up procedures to measure growth in reading
skills and the development of good work habits
and attitudes.
3. To note changes in physical, social, and
emotional adjustments which are allied to reading
difficulty.
V/
\
PERTINENT RESEARCH IN MEASURING- READING ACHISVSMENTS
Standardized Tests
Since the first standardized test in reading^-, many
scientific discoveries have been made. Today it is generally known
that standardized tests in reading are administered in almost every
public school system. They reveal certain results which assist the
teacher not only in the judgment of her own teaching but in the
appraisal of the general reading abilities of the children.
Furthermore, they may be a means of comparison of achievement with
other pupils in a similar situation. Standardized reading tests
are not, however, the ultimate goal in determining the achievements
or growth of the whole child. They measure only the performance in
2
general reading ability. Rockwell points out: "No treatment of
learning is adequate if that treatment attempts to survey and
evaluate from the purely functional or psychological influencing
factors."
1. Courtis, S.A. "Standards in Rates of Reading", National
Society for the Study of Education, Fourteenth Yearbook , Part I,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1915,
Page 44.
2. Rockwell, John Gunderson, "Educational Diagnosis", National
Society for the Study of Education, Thirty-fourth Yearbook,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1935,
Page 18.
1
It is stated by Dolch : "The teacher uses reading tests
to aid her in the study of the individual, but she uses these tests
wisely and not blindly. ...The reading test is an indication, the
reading is final proof."
2
In the Report of the National Committee on Reading , the
Committee concludes that standardized tests have certain features
and purposes in as much as they reveal "individual differences
and show the necessity for provisions which take such differences
into account. 11
In the Second Report of the National Committee on Reading
Gates^ points out: "The objective standardized tests should, in
general, give us more uniform, more valid, more meaningful, and
more objective results than unstandardized tests."
But Gates continues by saying: "No single test, however
long or complicated, can provide a measurement of the totality of
abilities involved in reading."
1. Dolch, Edward William, Ph.D., A Manual for Remedial Reading,
The Garrad Press, Champaign, Illinois, 1939, Pages 125, 131.
2. Gray, William S., "Reading Tests-Standardized and Informal",
National Society for the Study of Education, Twenty-fourth
Yearbook
, Part I, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, 1925, Page 233.
3. Gates, Arthur I., "The Teaching of Reading: A Second Report",
National Society for the Study of Education, Thirty-fourth Yearbook
,
Part I, 1937, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, Page 36$.

The Report of the National Committee on Reading states
again, "Few standardized tests, however, are suitable instruments
for diagnostic analysis. Even the Gray Oral Test, which is the
most analytical of this group, cannot be used as a complete source
of data for diagnostic and remedial work. Measures of "general
reading ability" are not primarily diagnostic instruments and were
never intended to be used so."
From the findings of the summer clinic at Teachers College,
Columbia, 1948, Hildreth and Wright^- point out: "Scores from
standardized tests were less helpful in studying progress because
few test instruments were refined enough or comprehensive enough
to show gains in many-sided phases of reading during the six weeks 1
practice period."
Cavin^ in 1940 made an analysis of twenty standardized
intermediate grade reading tests. These tests were selected "on
the basis of their frequency of mention in textbooks on educational
measurements and reading". The tests were analyzed from the
following criteria: (1) abilities which the tests attempt to measure;
(2) the nature of the test items; (3) the standardization of the
tests; (4) the reliability of the tests; and ($) the extent to which
1. Hildreth, Gertrude; 77right, Josephine L., Helping Children to
Read, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York, 1940, Page 59.
2. Cavin, Grace; "An Analysis of Intermediate Grade Reading Tests",
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, School of Education, Boston University,
Boston, Massachusetts, 1940.

6>
the tests discriminate between grades. Cavin concluded that (1) the
tests vary widely in what they purport to measure and do not define
adequately what they attempt to measure; (2) they vary to such a
degree in number and kinds of abilities measured that they appear
to measure different skills. They rt do measure the ability of a
child to answer questions based upon a paragraph. The comprehension
check is found to be the deciding factor in measuring reading
ability. Therefore, a test is valid if the comprehension check is
valid; (3) the information on norms is too inadequate to prevent
misrepresentation of score results; (4) the data on reliability
is too inconsistent; (5) there is too wide a range of 'power of
discrimination 1 between grades; (6) with such variability in respect
to the factors for which they were analyzed, it cannot be concluded
that they were measurements of reading ability per se. The
application of the term 'tests of reading ability' is a misnomer."
If these conclusions are reliable, a classroom teacher or
reading specialist apprehends the purposes for which standardized
tests are used. They are fully aware of their limitations and
inadequacies. If they are used with an impersonal attitude,
standardized tests may be an indication of (1) the efficiency of
the teacher herself; (2) the general reading achievements and
abilities of the children; (3) the disclosure of individual
differences within the classroom; (4) the work habits of these
children; (5) reasons for failure in achievements in other school
subjects; and (6) as a comparison with children in a similar situation.
l
<
From these investigations, it seems apparent that
standardized reading tests are too limited in scope to diagnose cases
in reading disability even though such have frequently been made. In
like manner they are too confined to denote the measure of progress
and achievements in certain cases of reading disability, and factors
related to reading.
INFORMAL TESTS
Kopel and Geerdes^ state: "In general, the more adequately
staffed clinics follow some type of case-study method which entails
the collation of salient data concerning the individual's mental,
physical, social, emotional and educational development. Information
is obtained through interviews (by psychologists, social worker,
physician or other clinicians) with parents, teachers, and subject;
and by examination of school and other records. Primary data
concerning the individual's present status in the several areas of
development are obtained through the use of various standardized and
informal test, scales, and questionnaires; and through observation
of the individual's attitudes, approach to reading and other tasks,
and general reactions during the testing period."
1. Kopel, David, and Geerdes, Harold, "A Survey of Clinical
Procedures in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Poor Reading", The
Journal of Educational Psychology, XXV, January, 19kk, Page 1.

It is evident, then, that educators, in the field of
remedial reading, are aware of the great importance of the informal
test and analysis in diagnosing reading disability cases and factors
relating to reading. Gray* states: "Informal tests relate to
tests which are organized by the classroom teacher or supervisor for
the purpose of securing accurate records concerning the accomplish-
ments of pupils. They differ from standardized tests in that they
are not so carefully organized, they have not been given a laree
number of pupils under similar conditions, and there are no stand-
ards which can be used as a basis of comparison."
Gates2 points out: "Skillfully used, informal tests may
be employed to measure gains over a short period of time; indeed,
even the outcome of a single lesson may be determined."
Betts5 says: " As part of the total analysis procedure, the
testing program should be designed to define, in so far as possible,
the ipeoif ic nature of the difficulties and to determine the starting
point or level of reading ability. Not all the data can be secured
by objective procedures. The important problems of parent and
1. Gray, W. S. , "Value of Informal Tests of Reading Accomplishment ,"
Journal of Educational Research , Volume I, Pebruarv 1920, Page 10^.
2. Gates, Arthur I., "The Teaching of Reading: A. Second Report,"
National Society for the Study of Education , Thirty-sixth Yearbook ,
Part I, 1957, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois,
Page 557.
5. Betts, Emmett Albert, The Correction and Prevention of Reading
Difficulties
,
Row, Peterson, and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 195^»
Page 79.

teacher attitudes, case history, snd the individual interests and
attitudes will be solved, if necessary by subjective means.
It is the opinion of the writer that the informal analysis
does not end with the diagnosis of a child with reading disability
but is a procedure that continues throughout the clinical period.
It is not only a means of suggesting the treatment to be provided
for the child but may denote the daily progress he is making.
Hamilton* states: "Specific techniques for recording and measuring
progress should be set up so that the child himself will be able
to determine the extent and rate of his reading growth to give
the pupil a feeling of security and confidence as well as a reali-
zation of steady development, so essential to a child's euccess in
reeding."
Brueckner^ points out: "A cumulative record should be
kept of the diagnosis and of the remedial work. Such a record
makes possible a systematic review of the steps that may be taken...
An analysis of such records for a lsr^e number of cases will reveal
many important facts about the learning process itself."
1. Hamilton, Bernice, "Point Pleasant Did Something About Reading.'"
Elementary School Journal , Volume bj, January 19^5, Page ^64.
2. Brueckner, Leo J., "The Principles of Development and Remedial
Instruction," Educational Diagnosis , Nat ional Society for the Study
pf Education
,
Thirty-fourth Yearbook, Public School Publishing
Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1955> Page 197.

Furthermore, the informal analysis may be useful in securing
the final progress and achievements of the child. Durrell^ states:
"The appraisal of corrective procedures. . .requires highly sensitive
inventory tests which parallel the skills taught, so that the
efficiency of the instruction may be evaluated after very short
periods of teaching."
With the awareness of the deficiencies of the standardized
tests and the acceptance of the need of informal analysis, it is
2
startling to read the findings of Kopel and Geerdes . In a survey
of forty-one psychological clinics in 1940, they conclude: "Although
standardized reading tests are known to have serious limitations in
scope, and to be of dubious reliability and validity, over one-half
of all clinics apparently appraised reading ability and defined
reading retardation through such means exclusively."
From these studies, it is evident that informal tests are
more valuable than standardized achievements tests in measuring
pupils with serious reading disabilities.
1. Durrell, Donald D., "Tests and Corrective Procedures for Reading
Disabilities, Elementary English Review, Volume XII, April, 1935,
Page 91.
2. Kopel, David; Geerdes, Harold, "A Survey of Clinical Procedures
in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Poor Reading". The Journal of
Educational Psychology, XXXV, January, 19AA, Page 10.

4CHAPTER II
FROCEDURE
11
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PROCEDURE
The plan of the clinic personnel is summed up by Monroe
^
in the following sentence: "The foundation of remedial success is
careful observation of the pupil, with thorough diagnostic analysis,
careful tabulation and study of his errors, and ingenuity in
applying specific treatment."
This study was conducted with twenty-three pupils -.7ith
serious reading disabilities, grades two through four in a small
suburban town. They were recommended by the Director of Reading
from that town to the six week summer reading clinic. These pupils
2 3
were chosen by means of the Metropolitan
,
Iowa
,
the Durrell
Capacity Test ^ and the Kuhlman Anderson Intelligence Tests ^.
They had an intelligence quotient of ninety or more, but because
of undetermined factors were reading a year or more below capacity.
Reports from classroom teachers confirmed the results from these tests.
Before the clinic was organized, the clinic personnel made
every attempt to secure knowledge pertaining to behavior, work habits,
and attitudes of these children. This was done by means of
1. Monroe, Marion, "Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading Disabilities",
National Society for the Study of Education, Thirty-fourth Yearbook,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1935,
Page 228.
2. World Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
3. Educational Test Bureau.
4. World Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
5. World Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, New York.

anecdotal records, cumulative records, and other reports from the
Director of Reading, the School Nurse, the School Psychologist, and
the parents.
The first three days of the clinic were used for orienta-
tion and for testing. The diagnosis of factors affecting reading
was begun the first day and continued throughout the testing period.
The Metropolitan Achievement Tests^, Primary or Interme-
diate, Form A, were administered to obtain a standardized score.
Certain items from the Durrell Analysis of Reading Diffi-
culty^ were given to determine further results from a standard test.
An attempt was made to find (l) certain disabilities in reading; (2)
the level of oral reading ability; (3) the level of comprehension and
recall; (4.) the level of silent reading; (5) vocabulary level; (6) a-
bility to use initial sounds and blends.
The remaining testing period was U3ed in informal checks
to refine the difficulties that were apparent. Tests in auditory
and visual word analysis were given. Suggestions for giving these
tests and types of word elements to be used were both found in Im-
provement of Basic Reading Abilities^.
1. World Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
2. World Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
3. Durrell, D. D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities . World
Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, New York, 194-0, Pages 203-213.

The Durrell-Sullivan Minimum Word List was checked to deter
mine the exact level at which to teach new words. A re-check of read
ing level and comprehension was given by informal analysis. Certain
references and selections, from the Scott Foresman^" Basic Readers,
were used to test each pupil.
4.. Scott, Foresman and Company, New York.
c
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DIAGNOSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING READING
Certain children of average or above average intelligence
do not learn to read successfully until they have developed right
attitudes toward reading, and have made physical, social, and
emotional adjustments. Some children have personality problems
because they have failed in reading. A second group of children may
have failed in reading because they have personality problems. Dolch^
agrees with these statements when he says: "All work in remedial
reading must deal with the personality difficulties that poor reading
has caused, .. .But we do this in the second place, because we have
found that success in remedial reading is generally dependent upon
corrections of the maladjustments poor reading has produced."
p
Betts points out: "The biggest obstacle to overcome in any
remedial teaching situation is the system of individual undesirable
attitudes acquired by the learner."
3Monroe states her findings on emotional stability:
"Reading disabilities are frequently related to emotional strains,
and undesirable attitudes and behaviors. In some cases the tension
results from failure in reading. In other cases the emotional
1. Dolch, Edward W., A Manual for Remedial Reading. The Garrad Press.
Champaign, Illinois, 1939, Page 1.
2. Betts, Emmett Albert The Prevention and Correction of Reading
Difficulties. Row. Peterson and Comt>anv. Evanston. Illinois. 1936.
Page 233.
3» Monroe, Marion and Backus, Bertie, Remedial Reading, Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1937, Page 4-.
—
disturbance may be the primary cause for a reading failure. In still
other cases, the reading ability and the emotional disturbance go
hand in hand,
Durrell^ points out, however: "The confidence which a child
gains as he progresses through a well planned remedial program has an
alleviating effect on emotional difficulties if such are present. We
need not delay our remedial program while waiting the development of
techniques in the analysis and correction of emotions or in the
gentle act of remodeling parents."
2Wheelock states, "Observational methods are highly approved
for discovering the way and by what method a pupil arrives at a
score, a conclusion, or a performance. This method, it was
discovered, is considered one of the most important of teacher
requirements.
"
It is not easy to attempt to set up reliable standards for
the factors pertaining to this area. The lack of objectivity makes
any measurement questionable. It might be said that there are no
valid measures. However, the child's wholo personality is so
affected by his success in reading it cannot be excluded from this
study.
The reliability of these measurements affecting personality
1. Durrell, Donald D«, "Tests and Corrective Procedures for Reading
Disabilities", Elementary English Review. Volume XII
.
April, 1935,
Page 91.
2. Wheelock, Elsie Knapp, "A Survey of Reading Skills in a Single
Elementary School as a Basis for Building a More Effective Reading
Program", Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1947, Page 12.
i
depended on the number of persons in contact with the problems of
each child. There were available the parents, the classroom teacher,
a director of reading in the public schools, the school nurse, the
psychologist, the clinic personnel (two reading specialists) plus
the cumulative records of the child. This personnel consisted of
well trained workers vino had a thorough understanding of children.
Even though the judgment was subjective in most cases, the ultimate
decision had certain objectivity.
It was, therefore, the first concern of the clinic to know
each child as well as possible before beginning reading.
The efforts of the clinic personnel to have attitudes of
understanding and friendliness and to make the clinic rooms
attractive and informal produced rapport between teacher and child
at a very early stage. It was then possible, with most children, to
discuss their problems and reading backgrounds freely. This
procedure was carried on by informal talks with the pupils which
resulted in diagnosing many factors by means of the child himself.
The examiner was guided in these talks by a check list compiled by
the clinic personnel. The check list follows.
Check List for Factors Affecting Reading
Physical Conditions
Eyes
Eye Dominance
Near or far sightedness
Glasses or need them
Headaches
Ears
General hearing
Evidence of a chronic condition

IS
General Health
Vitality
Physical growth
Posture
Nose and throat
Malnutrition
Neurological disturbances
Bodily injuries or defects
Linguistic difficulties
Chronic condition
Headache
Hay Fever
Personal Data
Emotions
Security
Frustration
Temper of mind
Nervousness and tenseness
Self-consciousness
Compensations
Negativism
Attitudes
Effort
Attention
Responsibility
Confidence
Accepts criticism
Aggressive
Withdrawal from reading
Defense mechanism
Social Adjustments
Congeniality
Belligerent
Shy
Aggressive
Attention in group
Over-anxiety for approval
Work Habits
Power of attack
Power of concentration
Ability to judge standards of work
Ability to work independently or in a group
Daydreams
Completes work on time

Lack of Special Interests in Reading
Independent choice of books
Amount of reading
Types of reading
Lack of Other Interests
Indoor activities
Outdoor activities
Choice of group or solitary activity
The Family
Security in the home
Economic conditions
Parents 1 attitude
Regulated home life
Tasks expected by the child
Books in the home

DIAGNOSIS OF READING ABILITIES
In the diagnosis of children with reeding disability, it
is found that each child has weaknesses peculiar to himself. For
example, a pupil may be at one level in oral reading, a different
level in word analysis, and still another level in comprehension.
In the Educational Clinic at Boston University, it has
been found that there are four main causes for reading failure.
They are as follows:
1, Lack of auditory discrimination of word elements.
2. Lack of visual dis crimination of differences
between words.
J. Failure to attach meanings to the visual form of
the word.
4. Improper adjustment to the learning rate.
There is no standard achievement test which is refined
enough to disperse such a child. Most standardized tests do not
attemrrt to diagnose specific disabilities. Even The Terrell
Analysis of Reading Difficulty*, which is considered one of the
beat teste for diagnosis, is not satisfactory for a deliberate
child because of the speed element. It, therefore, seemed
advisable to the clinic personnel to use an achievement test, a
standardized anelyeie test, and an informal test compiled by the
clinic personnel.
ADMINISTRATION OF STANDARD ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
The Metropolitan Achievement Testa , Primary or Intermediate, were
1. World Book Company, Yonkere on Hudson, New York.

administered to determine the vocabulary and reading level of a
pupil by a standard test. This test gives an indication of the
ability of the pupil to associate words with pictures, discrimination
of words which are similar in form, and classification of groups of
words. The results from these three tests were averaged to give the
average reading ability of the pupil.
During the testing period, each pupil was observed.
Notations were made as to (l) how the pupil approached the task;
(2) the length of concentration span; (3) general work habits;
(4.) his general attitude; and (5) emotional stability.
Certain parts of the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
were given to determine various reading disabilities. The determining
factors as to how much of the test to be given to different pupils
were: (l) the recognized ability of a pupil to do a standard test;
(2) the recognition of the affect of speed on certain children; (3)
the amount of reading the pupil could actually do in the test; and
(4.) the time element involved.
The informal tests were the final tests administered.
Experiences in reading different levels of text books were given for
a re-check on the oral reading and comprehension level derived from
the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty. A book was considered too
difficult for the pupil if he had difficulty with more than one word
out of twenty running words. The references and selections used are
as follows:
(
SELECTIONS AND REFERENCES USED
FOR INFORMAL ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING
Curriculum Foundation Series
wame 01 dook Page Lieve± oi rteaamg
Fun With Dick and Jane 44 Low Primer
148 High Primer
Our New Friends 35 Low first
241 High First
Friends and Neighbors 68 High First
139 Low Second
More Friends and Neighbors 33 Low Second
172 High Second
Streets and Roads 34 High Second
176 Low Third
More Streets and Roads 47 Low Third
219 High Third
Using the results of the level of vocabulary from the
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty as a starting point, the
Durrell-Sullivan Minimum Word List was used to find the exact words
the child needed to learn from this list. The pupil was tested by
means of a tachistoscope. The word was flashed one-half second. If
he did not know it, the shutter was removed and he tried the word
again. Observations were made as to his ability in word analysis
and visual perception.
The next and final checks were in auditory and visual word
analysis. These tests were constructed by the clinic personnel using
suggestions from the "Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities" as
referred to on pages 29, and 200-213.
1, Scott Foresman and Company, New York.
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Some elements were excluded from these tests because of the difficulty
in testing them in this manner or the lack of need the examiner had
found for these elements. They were taught, however, in the learning
period if the need arose. Those excluded were: is, as, am, up, oil,
ion, ich, uy, ease, om, ith, oise, aut, arn, ord, ein, our, int, uit,
ue, ious, onk, een, igh, tion, tch, eech, eah, oar, ious.
Only the skills for the first three grades were given as no
child was able to go beyond that level. Sufficient difficulties were
found within this area to provide for the teaching program. If a
child had too many difficulties with the first test, he was not given
the second and so on. Due to the length of this test, it was given
at different periods. The required elements from the first two tests
were mastered and applied during the learning period before attempting
the third grade test.
AUDITORY INVENTORY
Comnon Elements for Grade I
1. Initial Sounds
Write the first letter you hear in the following words;
batter
factory'
hurry
kettle
master
accept
ostrich
rusty
telephone
wise
zebra
yesterday
cattle
gang
derrick
lustre
jalopy
ilch
narrow
ponder
queen
sample
usher
victory
essence
2. Final Sounds
Write the last letter you hear in the following words:
self
tub
book
bag
room
far
buzz
boss
happy
fit
paid
fin
dump
rascal
1
3. Suffixes
Sometimes we need to add endings to words we know. I shall
give you a word, then I shall give it again with an ending. You
write the ending that you hear.
radio frighten fox
radios frightened foxy
wish walk
wishes walking
4. Phonograms
If I say bell, what word can you give me that rhymes with
bell? Yes, sell. I am going to give you some words. You write a
word that rhymes with that word.
tin Pig boy coat
band mouse tell pen
dike rat fall dot
bake tan mill gap
woke gun fame ring
nook pit bag how
town dome bee bed
fed hack rank bay
5. Initial Sounds and Blends
This time we are going to listen for the first two sounds
in the word or think of two letters that make the beginning sound.
For example, in the word there, what are the first two letters that
make one sound? Yes, th. Now in the word stable, what are the first
two letters you hear? Yes, st. When I give a word, you write the
first two letters.
thatch breakfast grossbeak
store chatter plumage
whipporwill dragon smokestack
share trench twist
spatter clover flyer
swamp fragrance
6. Final Sounds and Blends (might be considered in second grade program)
We have been thinking of the beginning sounds of words. This
time let us think of the endings of words. Write the last two letters
you hear in the word I give you or the two letters that make a single
lb
sound at the end. Tfriat two letters do you hear at the end of this
word, bank? Yes, nk, so you will write nk. What two letters make a
single sound at the end of this word, reach? Yes, ch, so you will
write ch.
push daily pretty
stitch bank fork
fatal milk else
reason baby
tack hunt
Common Elements for Grade II
1. Prefixes
Sometimes we put a group of letters called a syllable at the
beginning of a word to change its meaning or use. I will give you a
word. Then I will give it again with the group of letters or
syllable in front. You write just the group of letters or syllable I
put at the beginning.
cave
concave
claim
exclaim
2. Suffixes
vest
invest
large
enlarge
bow
elbow
hold
uphold
crease
decrease
Sometimes we add endings to words. I shall give you a word.
Then I shall give you the same word with an ending on it. You write
the ending you hear.
neat
neatly
big
biggest
fast
faster
fat
fatty
3. Fhonograms
Write a word that rhymes with the word I give you.
beet give bunk core
hive hop bright bent
room boot sleep moss
silk head bass meat
leak think talk harm
rave maid pick mile
cold hood
Common Elements For Grade III
1. Prefixes
<0
You remember in one game I told you a word. Then I gave you
the same word with a group of letters or a syllable at the beginning
of it. We are going to try it again with different beginnings. I
shall say a word. Then I shall say the same word with a group of
letters at the beginning of it. You write the group of letters or
syllable you hear at the beginning of the second word.
act
react
verge
diverge
focal
bifocal
gone
begone
chance
perchance
thing
anything
employ
unemploy
bid
forbid
2. Suffixes
We are going to try some more words that we can add endings
to. I shall say a word. Then I shall say the same word with an
ending added to it. You write the ending that has been added to the
word.
sleep
sleepily
fox
foxiest
defend
defendant
room
roomier
buoy
buoyant
joy
j oyous
3 . Phonograms
In this game I shall give you a word. You write a word that
rhymes with it.
fought
patch
stitch
sage
shut
cob
fix
feel
fail
meek
mush
horn
pure
tough
deal
coach
roast
sound
Visual Inventory
7ihat are the names of these letters?
s t c P e d f r
m 1 a b w 6 0 n
J u V j k z q X
T S A I L E p N
G B C 1 0 K M Q
H W Y Z V X J
1
h
R
D

Tell me a word that begins with each one of these letters,clasibrtjumhpefognvd
y k z
Tell me a word that begins with each one of these blends.
th st wh sh br ch dr tr cl
fr gr pi sm tw fl sk sw
Say these words to me. The sounds you know will help you to
to pronounce them.
Grade I
Consonant 5, Blends, and Phonograms
band mat tray crank
light wig chin quill
tin van drill then
dike gun frog stool
rake hit grin wheel
joke sack plank shot
cook nut smell brow
fed yell twin flake
toy kill swam spun
pay zing clown
Endings
cows needed happy
wishes singing
cr
Grade II
pop
toot
bunk
dent
mold
raid
roar
Grade III
bought
action
hatch
pitch
fob
Consonants, Blends, and Phonograms
wood sheet
heat spout
link chalk
wick stove
file sleep
core cross
Prefixes Endings
content sadly
express forty-
inland mixer
encounter neatest
upstairs
defrost
Consonants. Blends, and Phonograms
peel smut
meek enough
corn broil
seal rage
wound mix

Grade III (Con't)
Prefixes Endings
repeat merrily-
belittle funnier
perchance sunniest
anybody- joyous
unlace resentment
forgotten
elbow
A check list of reading disabilities was used for the
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty and for the Informal Analysis.
The check list follows:
Check List for Diagnosis of Reading Difficulties
by the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
and Informal Analysis
1. Oral Reading
Phrase reading
Word by word reading
Inadequate phrasing
Incorrect phrasing
Eye-voice span too short
Voice, enunciation, expression
Strained, high pitched voice
Monotonous tone
Volume too loud
Volume too soft
Poor enunciation
Ignores punctuation
Habitual repetition of words
Habitual addition of words
Omission of words
Reads without conveying understanding
II
General reading habits
Head movements
Loses place easily
Uses finger as pointer
Holds book too closely or incorrectly
Comprehension
Good for mental age and reading level
Fair for mental age and reading level
Poor for mental age and reading level
2. Word Mastery
Background skills
Auditory discrimination poor
Auditory perception poor
Visual discrimination poor
Visual perception poor
Faulty speech habits
Word recognition
Low sight vocabulary
Word meaning poor
Will not try difficult words
Ignores word endings
Guesses at words from general form
Spells word before pronouncing
Errors on easier words
Ignores meaningless pronunciation
Reversal tendency
Word analysis
Word analysis inadequate
Unable to combine sounds into words
Some sounds of letters not known
Some or all blends not known
Phonograms not learned on reading level
Endings not learned on reading level
Suffixes not learned on reading level
3. Silent Reading
Skills
Low rate of silent reading
High rate at expense of mastery
Lip movements
Whispering
Lacks persistence in hard material
»
Comprehension
Good for mental age and reading level
Fair for mental age and reading level
Poor for mental age and reading level
4-. Recall
Oral recall
Unaided recall scanty-
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Response labored and slow
Avoids use of new words in recall
Recall details badly on questions
Very scanty recall on hard materials
Written recall
Unaided recall scanty
Poorly organized recall
Inaccurate memories and guesses
Avoids use of new words in recall
Laborious writing
Spelling difficult impedes recall
Poor letter formation in writing
During the entire testing period, the clinic personnel
checked every reading disability that seemed pertinent to the pupil's
success in reading. Careful observation of the pupil was given to
denote any further weakness in the physical, social, and emotional
stability of that pupil. The attitude in which the child responded
to the analysis gave valuable information to the examiner. In the
various types of tests given certain work habits were recognized.
Further analysis was given to work habits during the learning period.
Both a thorough diagnosis of specific reading disabilities and
factors affecting reading were necessary in the initial period
because of the close correlation between these two for reading
success.

Dolch agrees with this statement when he says: "Wrong
attitudes and complexes are not completely removed merely by enabling
the child to read, and often the child will not learn to read unless
the personality problems are handled first."
1. Dolch, Edward William, Ph. D., A Manual for Remedial Reading.
The Garrad Press, Champaign, Illinois, 1939, Page 51.

FINDINGS FROM THE DIAGNOSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING READING
Physical Conditions
Sixty-five per cent of the pupils were found to have a
marked physical disturbance which might affect their success in
reading. Certain cases were referred to the school nurse for
further diagnosis and a re-check on the present treatment. They
are as follows:
1. One with neurological disturbances
2. One appeared to have malnutrition
3. One with diseased tonsils and adenoids
4. One with headache
5» One with hay fever
6. Three with severe eye difficulty
7. Two with apparent lack of vitality
Emotions
Seventy-four per cent of the pupils showed a pronounced
degree of emotional instability. Certain cases were referred to the
school psychologist for further diagnosis and a re-check on the
present treatment. They are as follows:
1. Four extremely nervous and tense
2« One extremely over-anxious for success
Attitudes
It was evident that sixty-one per cent of the pupils had
wrong attitudes for reading success. The attitudes that were found
to be most frequent were:
• \
1* Seven, lack of effort
2, Ten, inattentive
3. Six, aggressive dislike for reading
4-» Eight, withdrawal from reading
Social Adjustment
It was apparent through observation that eighty-two per
cent of the children were socially maladjusted. Four of the most
frequent findings were:
1. Twelve were inattentive in a group
2. Seven were extremely shy
3. Six could not get along with other pupils
4. Six lacked adequate aggressiveness
Work Habits
Sixty-nine per cent of the children had poor work habits.
The most frequent findings were:
1. Twelve could not work in a group
2. Eleven could not work independently
3. Ten showed a very short concentration span
4. Nine lacked initiative
5» Seven did not finish work on time
lack of Special, Interests in Reading
Eighty-seven per cent of the pupils had no special interest
in reading and did no outside reading. The main reason given was that
they did not like to read because they could not read.

lack of Other Interests
Seventy-four per cent expressed no apparent outside interest.
It was difficult to get these pupils to tell about their experiences
and outside activities.
The Family
It was apparent that the home was a decided influence in the
wrong attitudes toward reading and poor social adjustments in sixty-
one per cent of the cases. These judgments were so subjective that it
was necessary to discuss the pupil with the parents for further diag-
nosis in cases where it was possible and feasible. The two most fre-
quent findings were:
1. Six, personality inadequacies
2. Six, parents with inadequate cooperation and
understanding
It is evident that the findings from these informal tests were vitally
connected with the adjustments and success of these pupils in reading.
In the appendix Table I gives a complete picture of the num-
ber of cases in the different factors affecting reading while Chart I
gives a complete analysis of the individual pupils having factors af-
fecting reading.
1
FINDINGS FROM THE DIAGNOSIS OF READING DIFFICULTIES
Metropolitan Achievement Test Results
It was stated on page twelve that the pupils assigned
to the clinic were reading a year or more below capacity. The
results from the clinical achievement tests gave different findings.
The Metropolitan Achievement test results revealed that of the
pupils tested:
Sixty-five per cent read ten to thirty-six months below
capacity.
Nine per cent read six to nine months below capacity.
Twenty-seven per cent read three to five months below
capacity.
The findings from these tests as to grade level were:
Thirty-five per cent were ten to fifteen months below grade
level
.
Forty per cent were six to nine months below grade level.
Seventeen per cent were three to five months below grade
level.
Four per cent were three months above grade level.
Four per cent were one month above grade level.
If the results from the Metropolitan Achievement Tests were
the only results considered, it could be said that thirty-five per
cent of the pupils needed specialized help in reading. There are
various reasons for this discrepancy between the actual functioning
of the pupils reading and their test results such as:
1. Certain children work silently to better advantage than
in a classroom situation.
J.
2. Certain children work better in a test when in a very
small group.
3. The Metropolitan Test scores usually range higher than
the actual reading ability of the child.
4. The administration of a test varies in degree because of
the interpretation of directions, the personality of the
examiner, and the readiness of the pupil to take a test.
Therefore, the findings from the Metropolitan Achievement
Te3t was only an indication of the pupils' ability to read. It was
evident that these results were too limited for the examiner to know
the real needs that these pupils had for successful reading
achievement.
The individual scores from this test may be found in Chart II
in the appendix.
The Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulties and Informal Test Results
As was stated on page twenty-one
,
the Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulties was not given in its complete form to every pupil
for various reasons:
1. The examiner did not want the testing period to involve
too much time as the pupils were in the clinic for such
a short period of time. It seemed advisable to vary the
degree of administering this test in accordance with the
need of the child.
2. Certain pupils were reading at such a low level that
results could not be obtained from the test.
3. As soon as certain pupils sensed the speed element of the
test they tried to hurry which caused confusion. This
prevented the examiner from getting accurate data for
those pupils.
4. The idea of a test frustrated other children and the
results were not valuable.

An attempt was made, however, to find the pupils 1 grade
level in
1. reading
2. comprehension
3. silent reading
4* oral and written recall
5. vocabulary
6. word analysis
In the manipulation of this test, the specific disabilities in these
areas were noted and checked. It seemed advisable, however, because
of the close correlation between the type of phases of reading tested,
and the results obtained from The Durrell Analysis of Reading Diffi-
culty and the Informal Analysis, to compare the scores of similar i-
tems and arrive at a singular result for charting. In a marked dis-
crepancy the result from the Informal Analysis was used. This test
offered a more accurate picture of the pupils performance in reading.
The most frequent findings from these test results were:
Oral Reading
Every pupil needed help in oral reading.
Ninety-one per cent examined had reading habits of
poor phrasing.
Ninety-one per cent had difficulty with some area
in voice, enunciation and expression.
Fifty-seven per cent had marked weaknesses in their
general reading habits.
Seventy-eight per cent needed help in comprehension.
v
'
4
t
Ninety-two per cent needed practice in reading easy
material for fluency.
Word Mastery Skills
Eighty-tiro per cent had deficiencies in background
skills*
Every pupil had low sight vocabulary.
Sixty-five per cent made errors on easy words.
Ninety-six per cent did not know sounds of all the
letters
•
Ninety-six per cent did not know the phonograms on
his reading level.
Sixty-one per cent were unable to combine sounds in-
to words.
Ninety-six per cent needed help in work analysis.
Silent Reading
Ninety-one per cent had a low rate of silent reading.
Seventy-eight per cent had lip movements.
Seventy-eight per cent lacked persistence in hard
material.
Seventy-eight per cent had poor or fair comprehension.
Recall
No pupils, even though some could do simple recall,
had the fundamentals of recall and had not acquired
the power of mental images.
In the appendix, Tables II, III, and IV give a complete
picture of the number of cases in the different disabilities in
reading; while Charts III, IV, and V give the complete Informal
Analysis of the individual pupils.
J
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Summary
The findings from these tests to analyze reading disabilities
proved the vital need of these pupils for basic skills in reading.
They had no tools with which to work. They had every reason to become
emotionally unstable and have a poor attitude toward reading.
Yoakam^ substantiates this remark in his laboratory findings
when he states thus: "Oase studies of children in the laboratory
under the writer, now several hundred in number, show that the
majority of retarded readers suffer from lack of basic skills. Many
of them are wholly dependent on sight reading."
It was, therefore, the concern of the clinic personnel to
plan an adequate program in order that these children might learn the
basic skills in reading in order that they might become independent
readers on their grade level.
Guide for Learning Period
A chart was set up for each individual child with the I.Q.
,
M.A.
, C.A. , and R.A. (from the Metropolitan Test). A detailed report
of the diagnosis was written in under these headings:
1. Factors Affecting Reading
2. Oral Reading
5» Word Analysis
4. Oral and Written Recall
5. Silent Reading
1. Yoakam, Gerald A., "An Ounce of Prevention in Reading", Journal
of Educational Research
, Volume 57, October, 1945, Page 105

The next section was given to the program laid out for each child, the
devices and plans for his improvement were written in.
The final section was given over to his actual progress in
the clinic:
1. Reading age.
2. Oral reading progress and reading level.
3. Word analysis, number of words learned plus phonetic
elements learned, and his power of attack.
4. Oral and written recall.
5. Silent reading.
This chart gave an over-all picture of the child for a six
weeks period and showed exactly what his progress was. Specimen
charts may be found on page eighty-four and eightv-eeven.
Careful study of the different charts was made and remedial
plans were written on each pupil's chart to be used in the learning
period.

CHAPTER III
LEARNING PERIOD
£2
I
LEARNING PERIOD
Analysis is Continuous
Even though the diagnostic testing was administered accord-
ing to approved methods, the short acquaintance with these pupils pre-
vented recognizing certain deficiencies which might be cognizant as
factors affecting reading. Persons who work with children and have
an understanding of their development realize that it may take weeks
or months to discover the vital reason for a persistent difficulty.
In a learning situation children often respond in such a manner that
other difficulties in basic skills of which the examiner was previous-
ly unaware, may be disclosed.
It, therefore, became apparent that analysis must be a con-
tinuous process throughout the learning period. As new weaknesses
were found they were charted and treatment given.
Treatment for Adjustment of Factors Affecting Reading
Physical Conditions
It has already been stated on page 55 that certain
children were referred to the school nurse for further diagnosis and
treatment. The clinic personnel and parents were notified of the
findings and in almost every case both the clinic personnel and the
parents cooperated in correcting the difficulties. The amount of
work given these pupils was in accordance with their physical stamina.
Posture might seem far removed from reading difficulty.
However, correct posture often stimulates a child to do a higher
3i
standard of work. There is a definite correlation between correct
posture and efficient work habits. Correct posture is necessary for
efficient reading habits. It helps to prevent incorrect eye habits
as correct posture is a contributor to proper eye focus.
Pupils were given chairs and tables that fitted and were
comfortable for working. They were told of their poor posture and
given reasons for the importance of improving it. When pupils forgot
and went back to their old habits of sitting they were reminded
quietly and encouraged to keep on trying.
Emotions and Attitudes
It seemed evident that in almost every case that the
emotional stability and undesirable attitudes of these pupils were
symptoms of a reading disability. One of the first fundamentals
toward the reading improvement of the pupils was the need of changing
the attitude from indifference and dislike of reading to that of
desire and a pleasure to read. Immediately each pupil was given an
opportunity to become successful in reading. From this point the
pupils, through democratic participation, were cognizant of their
weaknesses and strengths and cooperatively a program of remedial
measures was determined. The parents of each pupil were informed
of this procedure and the successful daily accomplishments of their
child were constantly praised, all according to a pre-determined plan
of stimulating and encouraging the interest of the pupil toward
reading achievements.
o
Even though the clinic was held in one room of a bare empty-
school, the clinic room was made as informal and pleasant as
possible. The chairs and desks were movable, gay posters and devices
were around the room, and an attractive library corner was
established, while flowers and plants were in evidence. The pupils
were made to feel it was their room and they could be as informal as
they liked as long as they had respect for each other and finished
their assignments satisfactorily.
Social Adjustments and Work Habits
There were certain pupils who were very shy while others
were too aggressive. There were several who could not work with a
group, and others who could not work by themselves. When possible,
learning took place in a group situation, the shy child was
encouraged to contribute to the group while the aggressive child
learned to take turns and have respect for the rights of others.
The pupils were taught to become aware of the successes of others
and praise each other for their accomplishments. If this program
was not successful with certain pupils they were helped individually
and encouraged to return to the group.
Special Interests in Reading and Other Interests
Attractive books were always available and pupils were
encouraged to try reading a story for fun. Stories about their
special outside interests were found to stimulate more outside
reading. The teacher helped the child to plan a time for outside
reading and to stimulate a desire for wider reading.
es
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The Family - Factors Affecting Security of Child
The factors of home life which might be affecting the child's
reading were discussed with the parents. The clinic personnel
attempted to make the parent become aware of his or her responsibility
in the success of their child.
In each case where the parent could be contacted, the clinic
personnel suggested to the parent certain procedures which might
develop security and improvement in the development of the child's
progress. As a result of these conferences the clinic personnel
obtained much valuable information which gave a more thorough
understanding of the pupils.
In summing up the treatment of these factors the most
important part of the program was the constant awareness and daily
guidance of the teacher toward the adjustment of these children.
Treatment of Reading Difficulties
In planning a remedial program the major objective mu3t
be a specific plan for each child which meets his particular needs.
Closely allied to this first consideration are the important factors
of motivation and purpose, the former capitalizing upon the child's
interests, and the latter showing the child clearly what he is trying
to do and why he is doing it.
The success of this project was insured by the utilization
of (l) a remedial daily lesson plan for each child; (2) many interest-
ing techniques and devices; and (3) a special selection of books having
a high interest value and low vocabulary level.
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Techniques and Devices
The technique of teaching basic skills and the devices used
are pertinent to the success of the clinic pupils. Certain
techniques and devices that proved valuable are illustrated and
explained on the following pages.
Review -fords and Progress Measurements
Every morning the words for the week were reviewed by
different methods. One of the best devices was the pupil's own
tachistoscope. The number of words that each pupil had on his
tachistoscope varied as to the number of words he was able to learn
and retain daily. The vocabulary load was carefully guided to prevent
confusion in the pupil's mind.
Tachistoscope Directions
Pupils cut out and
brought a picture from
home to be pasted on
oaktag . These pictures
had to be large enough
in order that two
slits, two and one-
fourth inches wide,
could be cut to slide
a card, two and one-
fourth inches by ten
inches, through the
slit.
.1
Progress chains were made in order that the children could
see their own growth in vocabulary. On Monday morning the words
from these chains were reviewed. If any words were forgotten, the
chain was broken and the wjrd removed for relearning the present
week. The learned words from the tachistoscope were added to the
chain.
Older children preferred building their own dictionaries for
learned words, using an inexpensive school notebook with decorated
covers of their own design. Sections were indexed so that the words
could be written in alphabetically. If a word was not known in the
review, the word was starred and relearned the present week. The
learned words from the tachistascope were written in on Monday.
Progress Chain Directions
Pupils chose their favorite
colors for these chains.
Foster paper was cut four
and one-half inches by one-
half inch to make these
chains. In every case when
the pupil wrote legibly, he
wrote his own words on the
chain.
o
4-5
see
Jiere
go
V
COVr>e
cSi
Certain words were very troublesome and it was difficult to
retain them. Often times they were the same words from every chart.
These words were used in a game called "Magneto" and the children had
fun playing together while learning these words. A second game which
became popular was "Spin the Top". T!7hen a pupil had learned
twenty-five words he could make a progress ladder to hang on the wall.
This ladder was named the "Ladder of Success". 3ach pupil made a
pasteboard figure of himself which climbed a rung in the ladder with
every twenty-five words learned.
"Spin The Top" Game
here come
came there
where then
than have
Magnet
pm
come^
How many fish can you catch?
Directions
Each child spins the top over the
word card. He said the word the
top stopped on. The child knowing
the most words won the game.
Ladder of Success
175
150
125
100
75
2 5 words

Word meaning is so important to successful reading and
comprehension that various supplementary devices were used to give
the pupils practice in vrord enrichment with review words.
1. Pupils were given two columns of words. They drew a
line from a word in the first column to a word in the
second column having the opposite meaning.
2. As the pupil progressed they were given a list of
words to write the antonyms.
5. A group of pictures and words were given the pupils.
The children matched the words with the pictures.
A, A group of words were written on the hoard. The pupils
copied the words under the correct classification as
Colors, Animals, Fruits.
5. Two columns of words were given the pupils. The pupils
drew a line from a word in the first column to the
9ynonym in the second column. As the pupil9 progre?sed
they were given a list of words to write the synonyms
opposite each.
6# Matching words with definitions was an excellent device
for developing word meaning. Definitions of word9 were
written down the left side of the paper, the group of
words written on the right. Pupilq drew a line from
the definition to the ri^ht word. As the pupils
progressed, a group of definitions with the pertinent
word missing was given the pupils. They wrote in the
word which completed the definition.
New Word 9
After the first week the clinic personnel coiild tell, in
most cases, how many word9 each pupil could learn and retain daily.
To teach a new word, this procedure was followed:
1. New word shown from flash card.
2. Correct pronunciation of the word by teacher.
J. Word repeated by pupil.
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4. The various meanings of the word discussed.
5. Pictures sometimes used to clarify meanings.
6. The word used in sentence by the pupils.
After the words for the day were taught, a quick flash game
was played. When it was a group learning situation, one game the
pupils liked was "Frame It". The cards were placed on the blackboard
ledge. One pupil named a word. The point of the game was to see
which one of two pupils chosen could frame and say the word first.
Framing a word helps the child to see the whole word and strengthens
his visual perception.
A second game that was popular was called "Pop-corn". The
teacher held the cards in front of her. A blank card was showing.
She lifted the blank card for one-half second, the child who could
say the word flashed first popped up saying the word, the others
were old maids.
The new words were put on the child's tachistoscope for
practice and a quick check at the end of the period. In certain cases
these words were used for spelling during the morning.
Phrasing
Correct phrasing prevents regressions and eliminates fixation
pauses. It also aids comprehension. As a result of correct phrasing,
the child is able to read more fluently, with expression and ease.
Flash cards containing the new words on one side, had the
new word in a phrase (from the book) on the back. After a child
learned a new word it was important for him to see it in a phrase
Boston University
SohooJ of Education
Library

situation to clinch the word in his mind and to learn to read it in a
phrase. iVhen teaching a phrase, a child should always read it
smoothly. If he did not read it easily the teacher would say it for
him until he could take in the phrase in one eye-full.
A device used with the phrase cards was the "Box Tachistoscope
This was an easy and motivating way to give phrase drill.
To lengthen the eye span during phrase drills the teacher
held the first phrase over to her left, the next phrase in front of
her, the third to the right, then repeated. Another device for
lengthening eye span was the phrase tachistoscope which showed the
print in smaller size. (Illustrated on next page).
A game the children played together was "Phrase-C". This
game was played like vYordo except phrases were used instead of words.
The directions for making 7/ordo may be found on Page 186 in
Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities.
Box Tachistoscope
The sides were cut out of a flat box. An opening
was cut for the phrases to show through. The
phrase cards were put into the bottom of the box
and pulled up to the opening to be seen and
quickly flipped to the back of the pack.
in the pond
cy
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Tachisto scope Directions
Two pieces of nine by twelve
poster paper stapled in the
corners made the Tachisto scope.
Phrase words were typed or
written, as shown below, on
typing paper. The paper slid
through the tachistoscope
flashing one word at a time
quickly. This procedure was
used for extreme short eye
span. As the pupil improved,
phrases were used instead of
one word for each flash.
Paper to Insert

Oral Reading
In order to make oral reading interesting and to get the
best results there needed to be a purpose for reading the story
whatever that purpose might be. A story was read to find out:
(1) the funny things that happened, (2) if we could really see the
pictures (mental imagery) of those people in the story, (3) who won
the race, (4) if they could make a picture about the story, and
(5) if it was a good story to dramatize, and what characters and
properties would be needed. With a little ingenuity a purpose can
always be found for reading a story.
In preparation for oral reading all apparent difficulties
were removed for satisfactory reading. The new words from the day*s
lesson had been taught, phrases from the lesson containing the new
words and troublesome words had been practiced. Steps in word
analysis which were pertinent to the lesson had been taught.
The pupils were assigned a selection to study silently.
Frequently, each pupil was given a short section from the selection
to prepare to read orally to the group. If pupils could not work
out a word or recognize it from the picture or context clue, he
asked the teacher. It was his responsibility to have his page
prepared so well that the group would enjoy hearing him.
At the end of the oral reading period, pupils often
discussed their problems and praised each other for any noticeable
improvement
.

Comprehension and Study Skills
A comprehension check, or study skill, was given daily. If
no check of the day's lesson was needed, supplementary skill exercises
were provided. Some typical types of comprehensions used are listed
and explained below:
1. Questions given to find the right answer while reading.
2. Questions given to answer after reading the story. A
pupil wrote a complete sentence to answer the question
or chose the word from the board that answered the
question. The method was determined by the ability in
comprehension and writing.
3. Yes - No. Sentences given the pupils containing true or
false ideas from the story. They wrote in a space
designated after each sentence, Yes or No. It was a
more efficient test if the ideas rather than the actual
sentences were taken from the book.
4. Multiple Choice. Pupils completed sentences given them
by drawing a line under the correct phrase. Example:
(a little white house
Sandy barked at - ( a mother cat
(two little kittens
5. Completion. Pupils were given sentences with one word
missing. The pupils wrote in the missing word or the
whole sentence. The words to write in were written on
the board in mixed order if the pupils needed that aid.
6. Sentence discrimination. The pupils were given about
twenty sentences. They drew a circle around the numbers
of each sentence that told what someone or something did.
7. Draw the one who said - Short conversations from the book
were listed and numbered on the board. The pupils drew
a picture of the one who said it and wrote the correct
name and number under the picture.
8. Organization. Pupils were given a group of sentences
from a story. The pupils wrote or arranged these sentences
in logical order to follow the sequence of the story.

9. Central Thought. Pupils were given paragraphs which were
cut from old work books and pasted on oaktag. The pupils
picked out the cewtral thought of the paragraph and the
different ideas about the central thought. The teacher
and pupils did several paragraphs together before the
pupils were given paragraphs to do independently.
Silent Reading, Oral and Written Recall
Oral recall was practiced during the oral reading period.
Pupils had experiences in recalling (1) the part of the story they
liked best, (2) describing an interesting character in the story,
(3) a trip someone took in the story, and other similar topics that
lent themselves to recall.
In most cases very little emphasis was placed on silent
reading and written recall. In almost every case the pupils needed
more power in reading, writing, and spelling before they could be
successful in these skills. However, daily limited periods were given
over to short easy selections in silent reading with written recall.
The pupils, even though aware of their difficulties in silent reading,
were encouraged to try. In cases where the pupils had no ability in
recall, the teacher and group worked out a satisfactory recall
together and the teacher wrote it on the board for the children to
copy.

Word Analysis
Even though word analysis is only a subordinate clue to the
recognition of a word, it has proven most helpful in encouraging
correct pronunciation of words. It gives the child the ability to be
independent in his reading.
In the mastery of word analysis, the pupil must be able to
recognize, say, hear, and write the elements that have been taught.
He must have the power of attack in applying his knowledge of these
elements in working out unknown words. It is only through
application that word analysis becomes valuable. With this in view
the different steps in word analysis were taught as the need arose.
For those pupils who were deficient in auditory
discrimination, lessons from Building Word Power^ proved most
efficient. The accompanying work book, Ready to Read, developed
ability in visual perception and discrimination. The program for
developing audity and visual perception and discrimination are
planned very carefully in these two books. Individual devices were
made for pupils who needed further help in visual discrimination.
These exercises were stapled in the corners onto bright poster paper.
The pupil's practice sheet was slid in between the typed sheet and
the poster paper. In this way the exercises could be used many times
with various pupils. Illustrations of typical devices may be found
on the following pages.
1. Durrell, D. D. , Building Yford Power , World Book Company, Yonkers
on Hudson, New York, 1941.

Exercise for Developing Visual Discrimination
Choose the right word.
A word is missing in each sentence.
Choose one of the three words at the right of the sentence,
Write it in the box.
Do it this way: A dog can bark . (bar, bake, bark)
1. Grass grows in a (cut) . (feel, field, leaf)
2. Cows sleep in a (barn, bar, bark)
3. You live in the (down, town, towel)
4. is good with butter, (read, bread, bead)
5. You sleep night, (every, ever, very)
6. A is the same as pig. (hot, hog, hope)
7. The child in school, (saw, was, were)
8. Yesterday, I you to come, (asked, as, ask)
Note: Cut out a box in the
space left to give the child
an opening to write the
correct word on his practice
paper.

Exercise for Developing Visual Discrimination
Put a cross under the two words that are alike.
car
can
year
you
(cut)
five
four
they
they
will
wuff
there
three
wait
wait
whistled
whistled
where
were
white
while
garden
garden
in
on
is
is
party
please
here
her
oh
on
wait
want
three
three
babies
babies
crawl
crawl
could
could
into
into
not
now
went
want
grew
grow
Note: Cut out a box under each
word to give space for the pupil
to make the cross on his practice
paper.
c/
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Sxercise for Developing Visual Discrimination
Look at the big words.
In the space under the big words, write the little words that you can
see and hear in the big words.
Like this: ball
all
trip
(cut)
than spend before corn
began butter bread birthday- horse
farm friend asked farmer lamb
sled chair table cat barn
short hold late evening upon
Note: Cut out a box under each
word to give space for the
pupil to write the word on his
practice paper.
c(
Pupils were given a group of words to draw a circle around
the little word they saw and heard in the word; example, pl^t^.
For children with reversal tendencies a word was written
across the paper four times with a similar or confusing word
included. The pupils drew a line around the word which was not like
the first word as: was was (saw) was was.
c
The teaching of the initial sounds and blends were sometimes
integrated in the auditory lessons. With pupils who did not need
auditory practice, a familiar element was written on the board. The
pupils contributed other words beginning with that phonetic element.
These were written in a column on the board as they were given. The
sound was always taught as part of the word. This avoided the
distorted pronunciation of isolated letters. It gave the child
practice in pronouncing and recognizing the letter as part of the
whole word which is the way the pupil always found and used the
letter when analyzing a word in his reading.
Frequent practice of these elements were necessary to teach
the child to apply his knowledge of ohonetics with ease. Various
devices that the children enjoyed are suggested below:
1. Pupils were eiven a group of words to be arranged
according to their initial sounds. 4. picture dictionary
using these words often proved helpful.
2. A. sroup of words were given to a pupil to underline a
certain phonetic element as wh.
5. A. device for writing in the missing letter or blend may
be found on the next page.
A. The ever popular word wheel is illustrated on Page 65.
5. On the same page as device Number Four, is a simple test
called the "Frog Game" for initial sounds.
The procedure for teaching the initial sounds and blends was
used, with variations, in teaching the final sounds and blends, the
prefixes and suffixes. One game that proved very helpful in making
the children aware of endin?s was " Word-End-O" . This is described on
Page 125 of Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities as a modification
((
of "authors".
In teaching phonograms, a familiar word was written on the
board such as bell. The pupils were asked to think of words that
rhymed with bell. As words were given they were written under bell.
The next step was for the teacher to write a word on the board and
ask the pupil to write one that rhymed with it. A group of words was
sometimes put on the board and pupils were asked to classify the
rhyming words in different columns.
There were many steps treated in word analysis with different
pupils during the learning period. There were many different
techniques and devices used. Only those steps, in word analysis,
which comprised the greater part of the analysis period have been
dealt with in this section. Only the techniques and devices which
proved most valuable and popular have been suggested.
The real concern of the teacher was that the child (1) knew
the element, (2) understood the use of the element, and (3) had the
ability to apply the element in new word situations.
i
Device for Practice in Initial Sounds and Blends
Can you put in the missing letters?
Put the missing letters in the boxes. Only one letter goes in
each box.
The sentence next to the word tells what the word is.
This is the way you do it.
C at. (This is an animal.)
T r ain. (You ride on one.)
1. ^]en. (The number that comes after nine.)
2. [Jetter. (The mailman brings it to you.)
3. 3 a^e " (The food on the table is on one.)
4. Z} 81?' (A horse likes to eat this.)
5. []oise. (This is a loud sound.)
6. | 1 ild. (A little girl or boy is one.)
7. | | end. (You can do this with money.)
Note: Draw boxes in blank space
for pupil to write in missing
sound or blend.

7/ord 7iheel Directions
This device is made
of two discs cut from
poster paper. One
disc was cut with a
petal design around
the edge on which the
parts of words were
written. The second
disc was smaller with
a slot to show the
part of the word from
the first disc. A bee
design and a phonetic
element was placed on
this disc. They were
fastened together at
the center so they
would revolve and one
word part shown at a
time. This was
excellent for review-
ing a phonetic element,
How many petals can your bee visit?
Directions
This design was drawn on
oaktag. A pupil was chosen
to give a word beginning
with the sound on each lily
pad. The frog that could
jump to every lily pad won
the game.
h
Frog Game
How many lily pads can your frog jump to?

Choice of Books
Books from the different classrooms in the building were
available to the clinic. The difficulties involved in choosing the
books for remedial work were: (l) the low interest level many of
these primary books had for older pupils and (2) the fact that the
pupils had read many of these books. The books chosen, however,
proved interesting to the pupils and on their level of reading. A
children's bibliography of these books may be found in the appendix.
The library contained books with many different interests.
They were on reading levels from pre-primer through grade four.
These books were chosen from the text books and library books in
the building and from the public library. The library books chosen
were of high interest value and low vocabulary level. The personnel
was guided in the choice of these books by Dr. Helen Blair Sullivan's
"Selected List of Books for Remedial Reading". Due to the large
number and frequent change from the public library these books are
not listed.
The teachers had access to the professional library in
the school. The books they found most helpful are listed in the
teacher's bibliography in the appendix.
Daily Lesson Plan
The daily lesson plan that follows served as a guide for
the teachers in planning their program. The clinical program,
however, was flexible in the use of this lesson plan and it varied
from time to time as the need arose.
rt
Lesson Plan
Review words of the week.
Every Monday morning review all words learned and add to
the pupil 1 s progress device.
New words taught.
Word analysis.
Phrase drill.
Oral reading.
Read selection silently.
Read orally.
Comprehension and study skills.
Silent reading and oral or written recall.
Game period.
(Library periods and time for supplementary exercises
in different phases of reading were planned at different
intervals
•
)
Daily Procedure
The younger pupils came to the clinic from nine until
ten-fifteen, the older group from ten-thirty until eleven-forty-five.
In every case where it was feasible or possible the pupils worked
in groups. This was controlled by the attention and emotional sta-
bility of the pupil and his difficulties in reading. If a pupil
was too inattentive or frustrated in a group he was given individual
help until he was ready for a group situation. Again, if a pupil
had an isolated difficulty he was tutored individually for that
difficulty. A pupil might be in one group for his preparation
of and oral reading. He might be in another group for his word
ii
analysis and still another for his study skills. At all times
each pupil was kept at a level of success.
All through the learning period every attempt was made,
as the opportunity arose, to give the pupils confidence and
assurance and to strengthen those areas in which weakness was
evident. This was done (l) by giving the pupils a daily program
in which they met success, (2) by the different devices in which
the child could watch his own progress, and (3) by the friendliness,
understanding, and encouragement given by the clinic personnel.
The pupils soon found satisfaction in the clinical atmosphere.
It was a place where one shared common problems in work and play,
the emphasis always being on a high standard of performance at each
pupil's own level.
<
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
This study attempts to determine the extent of achievements
that pupils with varying reading difficulties make during a six weeks
summer reading clinic. The general reading achievements of the pupils
were evaluated in terms of the Metropolitan Achievement Test. Highly
refined classifications in many phases of reading and factors affect-
ing reading were evaluated by means of Informal Tests,
The analysis shows the inadequacy of the standardized test
used. In turn it discloses the value of the informal test in deter-
mining precise measurements for remedial work.
The data were analyzed to evaluate the degree and extent
to which the standardized and informal tests indicate individual
and group progress.
Analysis of Factors Affecting Reading
Physical Conditions
Certain physical defects retard the learning process.
Therefore, it was necessary to attempt to recognize and have treated
if possible such physical conditions. Sixty-five per cent of the
pupils were found to have a marked physical disturbance which might
affect their success in reading. Thirteen per cent were corrected,
forty-three per cent showed definite improvement, and nine per cent
showed no noticeable gain. The nine per cent were cases of physical
immaturity, a factor over which the clinic had no control.
Emotions
Emotional stability is considered one of the pertinent

factors in readiness for learning. Even though the cause may have
come from insecurity in reading it seemed advisable to become aware
of this insecurity and thus help the pupil to gain confidence and
assurance. In most of the clinical cases the reading program
helped to overcome this instability but in certain cases further
help wa3 needed. Seventy-four per cent of the pupils showed a
pronounced degree of emotional instability. At the end of the
summer session sixty-five per cent had made a definite improvement.
The nine per cent who showed no noticeable gains were absent from
the sessions too frequently for the clinic personnel to make any
reliable conclusions.
Attitudes
A majority of pupils with reading difficulties have ac-
quired many wrong attitudes. This is mainly because they have met
with many failures along the way and have attained no real satis-
faction or pleasure from reading. It was therefore the first con-
cern of the clinic to develop right attitudes toward reading.
Sixty-one per cent of the pupils had wrong attitudes toward read-
ing. Fifty-seven per cent showed a definite improvement toward
reading. Four per cent showed no noticeable gain.
Social Adjustments
In our modern school systems social values play an im-
portant part in the school curriculum. Group teaching is evident
in the more efficient schools. Pupils must, therefore, learn to
be a contributing part of a group if they are to have success in

their work. Due to this factor the clinic personnel felt the need
of developing social attitudes. Eighty-two per cent of the children
were socially maladjusted. During the clinical period seventy-eight
per cent showed definite improvement, and only four per cent showed
no noticeable gain.
Work Habits
Poor work habits are usually in much evidence with remedial
pupils. It is often a fact that they have been given too difficult
work within the classroom. In turn they have lost their interest
and confidence in trying to do the work and have had no real oppor-
tunity to acquire good work habits. For a pupil to make the neces-
sary achievements in his work he must learn to work not only inde-
pendently but satisfactorily in a group situation. Sixty-nine per
cent of the pupils had poor work habits. Sixty-five per cent made
a definite improvement and only four per cent showed no noticeable
gain.
Lack of Special Interests in Reading
A person learns to read well by practice in reading. Even
in the first grade as soon as pupils begin to take home library
books their vocabulary increases and they become more fluent readers.
In remedial cases the same holds true. Pupils were encouraged to do
outside reading and the clinical personnel often helped in the selec-
tion. This was a difficult feat to accomplish as the results show.
It was summer and the pupils were already giving up their mornings
for indoor work. It seemed quite excusable that in most cases they

preferred not to take books home. Eighty-seven per cent of the
pupils had no special interest in reading at the opening of the
clinic. Thirty-five per cent showed a definite improvement in
their desire to do outside reading. Fifty-two per cent showed no
noticeable interest in books or magazines.
Lack of Other Interests
Frequently by discovering a special interest of a pupil,
he may become enthusiastic about reading centered around this par-
ticular hobby. This group was peculiar inasmuch as only twenty-six
per cent of the pupils displayed any outstanding interest. These
were made manifest on the chart to disclose the extreme limitations
of the group in this respect. A discrepancy in charting the final
data was in showing that the pupils did not become interested in
these limited areas. What the data meant to disclose was the fact
that the other pupils displayed no special interests even at the
end of a six weeks period.
The Family
The family so affects the reactions of the whole child
that this factor appeared to be needed to get the total picture
of the pupil. In sixty-one per cent of the cases the family
seemed to play a significant part in the pupil's unfavorable re-
actions in a reading situation. Through conferences and keeping
in close contact with certain parents, forty-three per cent dis-
played a marked improvement in their cooperation and understanding
I
of their children's needs in regard to family and school life.
Eighteen per cent continued to appear disinterested and not accept
any responsibility in the adjustment of their child.
Summary
In summarizing this data it is significant that in almost
every case the pupils made a definite improvement in these factors
affecting reading. It may be noted that in such factors as emotions,
attitudes, social adjustments, and work habits no items were checked
as corrected. In view of the fact that these appraisals were made
by subjective judgments it seemed more reliable to consider all the
adjustments in terms of definite improvement. There were some pu-
pils, however, who appeared to have overcome their weaknesses at
the conclusion of the clinic experience. A real test of these ob-
servations would be the performance of the pupils in other group
situations.
It is significant that the four per cent recorded in so
many cases as making no noticeable gain was a pupil who was often
tardy and most irregular in attendance. It was discovered that
his family's habits of living were highly disorganized and their
attitude was one of disinterest and unconcern. Table I which may
be found in the appendix lists the number of cases and degree of
improvement which was made in the evaluation of the factors af-
fecting reading. Chart I which may be found in the appendix shows
the difficulty and the degree of improvement of each individual pu-
pil.
I1
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Analysis of Reading Difficulties
Metropolitan Achievement Test Results
The Metropolitan Achievement Test was administered at the
beginning and the conclusion of the summer session. The scores were
analyzed to determine the reading level and the discrepancy between
the capacity and ability of each pupil*
Of those reading below capacity, sixty-five per cent
showed a discrepancy of ten to thirty-six months, nine per cent a
discrepancy of six to nine months, and twenty-seven per cent were
reading from three to five months below capacity.
The discrepancies as to grade level of achievement were,
thirty-five per cent found to be ten to fifteen months below, forty
per cent, six to nine months below, and seventeen per cent, three
to five months below. Four per cent were found to be three months
above grade level and another four per cent were one month above
grade level. These findings, which appear on Chart II in the ap-
pendix, would seem to indicate that but thirty-five per cent of
the pupils needed a remedial program.
In analyzing the final test results one per cent of the
pupils had made a seven months gain in reading, thirty-five per
cent from three to four months gain, and twenty-five per cent from
one to two months gain.
Thirty per cent of the cases analyzed showed a loss of
from one to five months. Objective results from this same group
showed reading gains on the informal test which lead to the obser-
I(
vation that the above data was influenced by poor reading habits
during the initial testing which evolved into the slow plodding
of the beginner into a remedial program in the final test. It is
probable the time factor and the limited measures did not make the
Metropolitan results valid for them.
Informal Analysis Test Results
The informal analysis of reading difficulties is a compi-
lation of two measures, the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
and Informal Analysis. In cases of marked discrepancy, pupil per-
formance on the informal test was given preference. The Durrell
Analysis of Reading Difficulty was used, only in the initial diag-
nostic period.
Oral Reading
Phrase Reading
Ninety-one per cent of the pupils examined had difficulty
with phrasing. At the close of the session eighty-two per cent
showed a definite improvement and nine per cent disclosed no notice-
able gain.
Voice. Enunciation, Expression
In the diagnosis of reading difficulties ninety-one per
cent of the pupils displayed some phase of difficulty in this area.
Eighty-two per cent made a definite improvement and nine per cent
made no noticeable gain.
General Reading Habits
Marked weaknesses in general reading habits were disclosed

in fifty-seven per cent of the cases. Forty-eight, however, made a
definite improvement and nine per cent showed no noticeable gain.
Comprehension
Seventy-eight per cent of the pupils had poor or fair
comprehension. Sixty-nine per cent made a definite improvement and
nine per cent made no noticeable gains. The rating for comprehen-
sion was considered in terms of his mental age and reading level.
A pupil should be able to comprehend at the level of his mental
age. But with a serious reading difficulty the pupil has not usu-
ally had the opportunity to develop his comprehension to capacity.
Level of Reading
One hundred per cent of the pupils were reading below
their capacity for reading. Thirty per cent made significant gains
in their reading level, sixty-one per cent showed a normal gain
while nine per cent made no noticeable gain.
Pupils reading a year or more above the level they were
reading in July were considered as making a significant gain. Those
pupils who were reading three to nine months above their initial
level were thought of in terms of making a normal gain. Pupils
reading at the same level were considered to have made no gain.
Word Mastery Skills
Background Skills
Eighty-two per cent of the pupils had difficulties in
background skills. Seventy-eight per cent of these showed definite
improvement while four per cent showed no noticeable gain.

Word Recognition
One hundred per cent of the cases had word recognition
difficulties. Of these ninety-six per cent showed definite im-
provement and four per cent made no noticeable gain.
Word Analysis
Ninety-five per cent of the pupils tested had word ana-
lysis difficulties. In this area seventeen per cent were corrected,
sixty-nine per cent showed definite improvement and eight per cent
showed no noticeable gain.
Level of .?ord Analysis
One hundred per cent of the cases studied showed dis-
crepancies ir. the level at which they could analyze words. Sixty-
five per cent made a significant gain, thirty per cent, a normal
gain and four per cent made no noticeable gain.
Vocabulary Level
One hundred per cent of the cases analyzed showed dis-
crepancies in vocabulary level. Of these thirty-four per cent
made a significant gain, sixty per cent made a normal gain and
four per cent made no noticeable gain.
In the interpretation of the Word Recognition data it
might be pointed out that the pupil who represented four per cent
or no noticeable gain did learn twenty-five words, but his gains
in other areas were extremely limited.
Silent Reading and Recall
Skills
The analysis of data in Chart V shows_one hundred per
, (
(
cent of the pupils tested lacking in silent reading skills.
Ninety-one per cent showed a definite gain and nine per cent made
no noticeable gain.
Comprehension
One hundred per cent of the cases studied had comprehen-
sion difficulties in silent reading. Ninety-one per cent made gains
in comprehension while nine per cent made no noticeable gain.
Level of Reading
One hundred per cent of the cases were below grade level
in silent reading. Thirteen per cent of the cases made a signifi-
cant gain, seventy-four per cent made a normal gain and thirteen
per cent made no noticeable gain.
Oral Recall
The analysis of data shows that ninety-one per cent of
the pupils tested were poor in oral recall. Seventy-eight per cent
shov/ed a definite improvement while thirteen per cent showed no no-
ticeable gains.
Written Recall
Only seventy-eight per cent of the pupils could be tested
in written recall due to the low level at which they read. Of the
number tested one hundred per cent showed definite improvement in
some areas. The lack of gain was chiefly in the areas of writing
and spelling skill.
In closing this analysis it is noted that the low reading
levels of many of the pupils made it impossible to check them on re-

fined silent reading skills and written recall.
It is also pointed out that no levels of achievement are
indicated on the chart for oral and written recall as the data is
too inadequate.

Case Study 1
Shirley Leavitt
Grade IV
C. A. 10-1 M. A. 10-5 I. Q. 103
Test Results
Metropolitan Achievement Test:
Reading Vocabulary Average Reading Age
July A1 U1 9-5
August 46 39 44 9-8
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty and Informal Tests:
Oral Reading Vocabulary Word Silent
Level Analysis Reading
July H3 L3 M3 M3
August U U U H3
These test results could not be compared inasmuch as the
Metropolitan Achievement test was a measure of Shirley's general
reading ability. The latter tests diagnosed many phases of her
reading ability.
Shirley had a marked inferiority complex. She was very
desirous of success but did not approach the problem in an effi-
cient manner. Shirley's ambition far succeeded her capacity for
learning. This factor caused her to have little confidence in
herself, become very nervous and as a result do poor work. She
could not stand criticism which was another factor that had caused
failure.

Shirley's informal tests confirmed these results. The
strained high pitched voice, the errors on easy words, head and
lip movements, were all symptoms of insecurity. Her dependence on
word analysis and lack of persistence in hard material further dis-
played the lack of confidence in herself.
It was apparent that a remedial program must be set up
in which Shirley could find success and gain confidence.
It was recommended that the problem be discussed with
Shirley. Stress was placed on the importance of Shirley forgetting
the accomplishments of other pupils and for her to do the best she
could in the given assignments.
A remedial program was planned on her level of ability
in short units in order that she could meet with many successes
over a short period of time.
Responsibility was given Shirley in tasks that she could
do well. She liked to be a leader in her group, help lower groups
to practice words, and make devices to use in the clinic.
At the end of the clinical period Shirley became in-
terested in reading. She made a definite improvement in all phases
of reading. She could take criticism very well and was less nervous
and tense*
It is significant to note that Shirley learned one hundred
sixty words and enriched their meanings but tested lower in vocabu-
lary in the standardized achievement test in August than she did in
July,

This would seem to indicate that this particular standardized
achievement test is not a suitable measure of the vocabulary develop-
ment of a remedial cas°.
A specimen chart of Shirley's clinic experience follows.
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Case Study 2
Joseph Zonsa
Grade IV
C. A. 10-4 M. A. 12-11 I. Q. 125
Test Results
Metropolitan Achievement Test:
Reading Vocabulary Average Reading Age
July 41 39 4° 9-4
August 36 39 38 9-1
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty and Informal Tests:
Oral Reading Vocabulary Word Silent
Level Analysis Reading
July M2 H3 L3 M2
August M3 M4 L4 M3
Joseph was a very interesting pupil. He had a high in-
telligence quotient but showed no special interest and did not dis-
play any curiosity, a factor which is often prevalent in intelligent
children. Furthermore, he did not have much confidence. Joseph was
very inattentive and made no effort to learn. He was very untidy in
appearance,
Joseph read with indifference, a monotonous tone, incorrect
phrasing, ignored punctuations, and had poor enunciation. It was in-
teresting to note he had learned his phonograms very well but did not
know all of his initial sounds and blends. He had no phonetic power
of attack. His silent reading was most unsatisfactory as he was so

easily distracted.
It was recommended that Joseph be given very short units
of work with a variety of experiences. He would be expected to
finish each task well. He was encouraged to dress neatly, make
neat papers and keep his desk in good order.
Joseph learned to do very satisfactory work, to listen
attentively, and evaluate his own work. His habits of learning
became much more efficient.
It may be pointed out that in his anxiety for success,
he worked too slowly on his final achievement test which lowered
his score from the July test. But from the comments as a result
of his tests in July one might assume he not only hurried but made
some right guesses.
The final results of the informal tests were much more
encouraging. He made a definite improvement in every phase of his
remedial program. This factor points out the value of the informal
test in remedial work.
Joseph's remedial program follows.
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Summary, Delimitations, and Conclusions
Summary
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent and
nature of achievements of pupils with reading difficulties, by
standardized and informal tests, which could be made in a six weeks
reading period. The areas to be measured were
1. reading skills
2. work habits
3 . attitudes
4. physical, social, and emotional adjustments
This study was conducted with twenty three pupils with
reading disabilities, grades two through four, in a small suburban
town. They were recommended by the Director of Reading for a six
weeks summer reading clinic. These pupils had an intelligence
quotient of ninety or more but because of some undetermined factors
were reading a year or more below capacity.
The pupils were given the Metropolitan Achievement Test,
Primary or Intermediate, Form A, preceding and following the learning
period. The Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty was given for
the diagnosis of those pupils who were able to obtain a valid score
from this test. An Informal Analysis Test was used at both the
initial and final testing period. Informal checks were also made.
A chart was constructed for every pupil which contained
the information from all the tests, recommendations for remedial
work and his final achievements at the end of the clinical session.
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The pupils were given intensive training in their specific
reading difficulties. This was done through a group or individual
situation as best fitted the needs of a particular pupil. Pupils
having certain disabilities in the factors listed as affecting reading
were aided and encouraged to overcome these disabilities by daily
help and understanding of their problems.
The clinical program was highly motivated with various
techniques and devices which lent ease and enjoyment to the learning
situation. Certain devices were used to help the pupil see his actual
progress in word recognition, word analysis, comprehension, and recall.
He was made aware of his improvement in other phases of reading by
self evaluation as developed with him by the teacher during his
daily work.
Delimitations
This problem was limited to a six weeks summer reading
clinic newly organized by a small school system in a suburban town.
Possibly to make the study of more value, it would necessitate a
series of clinics in many types of towns and cities.
It is well to point out that the standardized findings of
this study were based upon the results of one standard achievement
test whereas they might be more valid if based upon several.
It was also necessary for the clinic personnel to make
subjective judgments on certain phases of the children's progress
during the six weeks session. These judgments were made largely to
determine the extent to which pupils corrected maladjustments of a
social and emotional nature.
i
<
Some final measurements of three of the pupils could not
be administered because of absenteeism. This furth9r limited the
number of cases to be considered in the analysis of data.
Since the clinic was actually in session only twenty-
three days due to unavoidable situations, it seemed unwise to take
the amount of time needed for final inventory tests using the Durrell
Analysis of Reading Difficulty.
Conclusions
In a six weeks summer reading clinic it would seem
inadvisable to base the achievements of the pupils by a standardized
test. The test used in this study was so limited in scope that it
did not necessarily show progress within a six weeks period. Due to
the fact that each pupil had difficulties peculiar to himself the
standard test did not measure the various achievements of this group*
To clarify this statement the different phases of which there wa3 a
need for testing were:
1. specific basic skills and
techniques in reading
2. adjustments in attitudes
and work habits
3. physical, social, and emotional
developments
The informal test proved more valid for this group inasmuch
as it was more precise and measured what it purported to measure. It
tested those refined phases which were pertinent to the remedial
program of each pupil. It is therefore concluded:
i
Through informal tests more specific
disabilities may be recognized and
treatment given.
2. Informal tests are more valuable in
clinical work to denote progress in
many phases of reading.
In reference to the reading program these assumptions
were made:
1. The well organized daily lesson plan using remedial
techniques plus constant evaluation is pertinent to the reading
success of the pupil.
2. Specific devices and techniques of evaluation should
be used to record the daily progress of the pupil.
3. The pupil's whole personality is so affected by factors
pertinent to reading success it is valuable to give treatment and
recognize progress in these phases, even though it is almost always
by subjective judgment.
I*. Cooperation and understanding from parents play an
important part in reading success.
Suggestions For Further Research
1. Develop a similar study organizing summer clinics in
several types of towns. This would offer more valid data for the
six weeks summer clinic.
2. Compare the achievements, in basic reading skills,
measured from the Informal Analysis with many Standard Achievement
Tests.
<1
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TABLE I
Difficulties and Improvement
of Factors Affectine Reading
Jul Aue . Results
Number
of
Cases Corrected
Definite
ho
Noticeable
Improvement
Physical Conditions
Neurological disturbances 1 1
Malnutrition 1 1
Diseased tonsils and adenoids 1 1
Severe eye difficulty 3 1 2
Headaches 1 1
Hay Fever 1 1
Posture 3 3
Lack of vitality 2 2
Immature 2 2
Emotions
Marked insecurity in approach 15 13 2
Frustrated by confusion in rate of learning 4 4
Temper of mind affected attitude toward reading 3 2 1
Over-Anxiety for success 4 4
Nervousness and tenseness 4 4
Self-consciousness o o
Compensatory mechanisms 1 1
Attitudes
Effort 7 o 1
Inattention 10 9 1
Does not accept responsibility 5 4 1
Cannot accept criticism 3 3
fry s\ • "l • • « «
Too confident in appraisal of own work 1 1
Aggressive dislike for reading 6 5 1
Withdrawal from reading 8 7 1
Social Adjustments
Does not get along with people 6 5 1
Shy 7 7
Aggressive 1 1
Inattentive in a group 12 11 1
Lacks aggressiveness 6 6
Work Habits
Untidy work habits 3 2 1
Lack of initiative 9 8 1
Lack of concentration 10 1 9 1

TART.F T +1 H DLtLj X « VUH u •
of Factors Affecting Reading
Jul, Aue. Results
Number
of
Cases Corrected
Definite
Improvement
No
Noticeable
Improvement
Work Habits, Con't.
Cannot work independently 11 10 1
Cannot work with group 12 11 1
Does not finish work on time 7 6 1
Lack of Special Interests in Reading
Library Books 20 6 u
Other classroom books 22 3 19
Magazines for children 22 1 21
Reads a great amount 21 21
Lack of Other Interests
If —-1 ^Movies 22 22
Wordworking 22 22
Fishing 22 22
Animals and Science 22 22
Sailboats 22 22
Baseball 22 22
The Family-Factors Affecting Security of a Child
Parent expects child to read beyond capacity 2 2
Parent provides no time for reading 1 1
Parents 1 cooperation and understanding poor 6 5 1
Parent inconsistent in home curriculum
Irregular sleep habits 1 1
Child not taught to have confidence and 3 1
self-reliance
Irregular attendance at school 3 2 1
Over indulgence to compensate personality 6 6
inadequacies and academic disabilities
Parents speak foreign language at home 2 2
Parent expects performance of too many duties 3 3
at home
Broken home 1 1

TABLE II
Difficulties and Gains in Oral Reading
Jul • AuK, Ga,ins
Number
of
Cases Corrected
Definite
Improvement
No
Noticeable
ImprovementMeasured by The Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulty and Informal Analysis
Phrase Reading
Word by word reading 11 9 2
Inadequate phrasing 6 6
Incorrect phrasing 10 10
Eye-voice span too short 11 9 2
Voice, Enunciation, Expression
Strained, high pitched voice 5 1
Monotonous tone 10 8 2
Volume too loud 6 4 2
Volume too soft 5 5
Poor enunciation $ 7 1
Ignores punctuation 8 7 1
Habitual repitition of word3 16 H 2
Habitual addition of words 1 1
Omission of words 3 3
Reads without conveying understanding 17 H 3
General Reading Habits
Head movements 1 1
Loses place easily 3 3
Uses finger as pointer 6 6
Holds book too closely or incorrectly 9 7 2
Comprehension
Good for mental age and reading level 5 5
.rair i or menoa-L age ana reading level 3 3
Poor for mental age and reading level 15 13 2
i
TABLE III Jul. ttug. Gains
Difficulties and Gains in Word Mastery
Number
of
Cases Corrected
Definite
Improvement
No
Noticeable
Improvement
Measured by The Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulty and Informal Analysis
Background Skills
Auditory perception poor 2 2
Auditory discrimination poor 5 1 3 1
Visual perception poor 10 2 7 1
Visual discrimination poor 6 6
Faulty speech habits 5 4 1
word xtecogniuion
Low sight vocabulary 23 23
Word meaning poor 17 1 15 1
Will not try difficult words 12 1 8 3
Ignores word endings 6 6
Guesses at words from general form 4 1 3
Spells words before pronouncing 3 3
Errors on easy words 15 15
Ignores meaningless pronunciation 3 3
Reversal tendency 4 1 3
Word. Analysis
Word analysis ability inadequate 20 20
Unable to combine sounds into words 14 U
Some sounds of letters not known 22 5 17
Some or all blends not learned 18 4 11 3
Phonograms not known on reading level 22 4 16 2
Endings not known on reading level 19 4 11 4
Suffixes not known on reading level 16 2 9 5
i
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TABLE IV Jul. Aug. Gains
jjii I icuj.l> ie s ana uains in oiJLent- rtjea.cu.ng
Number
of
Cases Corrected
Definite
Improvement
No
Noticeable
Improvementand Recall Measured by The Durrell Analysis
of Reading Difficulty and Informal Analysis
Silent Reading Skills -
Low rate of silent reading 19 A
High rate at the expense of mastery 1 1
Lip movements US 9 4
wnispenng 5 1 2 2
Lacks persistence in hard material 18 13 5
flood for mental age and reading level oJ }
Fair for mental age and reading level Lo LO
Poor for mental age and reading level 14 12 2
Oral Recall
Unaided recall scanty 21 1 16 4
Poorlv orpanizpd recall 17 1 14 2
Inaccurate memories and guesses 9 7 2
Response labored and slow 13 9 4
Avoids use of new words in recall 17 9 8
Recalls details badly on questions 13 10 3
Very scanty recall on hard material 19 4 15
Written Recall
Unaided recall scanty 15 15
Poorly organized recall 12 12
Inaccurate memories and guesses 7 7
Avoids use of new words in recall 13 6 7
Laborious writing 14 9 5
Spelling difficulty impedes recall 12 6 6
s:\j\jI. icubcl xU rillo 1/J. Oil XII Wi JL 1/X ug 8 4 4
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